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Unit 2: Business Organisation  

True or False Statements 

Sn  Questions  Answers 

 
Statements  True  False  

1. A business organisation is an enterprise set up by entrepreneurs to 

produce goods only 

  

2.  Unlimited liability is a situation where incase of bankruptcy, the owner’s 

personal belonging may be used to clear off the debts of the enterprise 

  

3.  In a sole trader, the owner keeps all profit to himself   

4.  A lot of capital is needed to set up a sole trader    

5. In a partnership , capital is contributed by all partners    

 

Fill in the blanks 

owner 

 

one partnership 

loss                     

partners    profit 

 

           

(a) A sole trader is owned and controlled by ……………………. person only 

(b) Risk is the possibility of making ……………. instead of ………………… 

(c)  Capital is brought by the ………………… only in a sole trader.  

(d) A ………………….  business is one which is owned and controlled by more than one person 

(e) The owners in a partnership is known as ……………………. 
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Multiple choice questions 

Sn  Questions  Answers 

  A B C D 

1. The most common forms 

of business organisations 

are 

Sole trader 

only 

Partnership 

only 

Sole trader and 

partnership  

None of the 

above 

2. A sole trader is also 

known as  

Sole 

proprietor  

Partners  Two owners  Shareholders  

3. Which of the following is 

a feature of a sole trader?  

There are 

more than 

one owner 

Limited 

liability  

Owners bear all 

risks  

The owner 

shares profit 

with another 

person 

4. One advantage of a sole 

trading business is that 

decision making is? 

Slow  Unreliable  Hard  Quick  

5. What does lack of 

continuity means? 

The sole 

trader bears 

all risks 

Limited 

liability  

Unlimited 

liability  

Death of sole 

trader may 

result in closure 

of the business 

6. One example of a sole 

trader is? 

A person 

opens a 

hairdressin

g shop 

Two 

brothers 

open a 

factory  

Three partners 

open a restaurant  

Some people 

together open a 

supermarket  

7. One example of a 

partnership is? 

A person 

open a 

garage  

A person 

works as 

plumber  

Two sisters open 

a cafe 

Someone opens 

a restaurant  

8. A deed of partnership is an 

agreement which outlines 

the? 

Terms and 

conditions 

of the sole 

trader  

Conflicts 

that may 

happen 

Terms and 

conditions of the 

partnership  

The loss bear by 

the business 
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9. One advantage of a 

partnership is? 

Capital is 

invested by 

one person  

All partners 

share 

responsibilit

ies 

Decision making 

is taken alone  

Losses are bear  

by one person 

 

 

10 

One disadvantage of a 

partnership is? 

There may 

be 

disagreeme

nts 

between 

partners  

Limited 

liability  

Capital is 

contributed by 

partners  

Share losses 

among partners  

 

Answers 

True or False Statements 

Question 1 2 3 4 5 

Answer False  True  True  False  True  

 

Fill in the blanks 

Question 

 

Answer 

a one 

b Loss, profit 

c Owner  

d Partnership  

e Partners  
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Multiple choice questions 

Question 

 

Answer 

1 C  

2 A  

3 C 

4 D  

5 D  

6 A  

7 C  

8 C  

9 B  

10 A  

 


